We consider a graph L n , with n even, which is a complete graph with an additional loop at each vertex and minus 1-factor and we prove that it is edge-disjointly decomposable into closed trails of even lengths greater than four, whenever these lengths sum up to the size of the graph L n . We also show that this statement remains true if we remove from L n two loops attached to nonadjacent vertices. Consequently, we improve P. Wittmann's result on the upper bound of the irregular coloring number c(G) of a 2-regular graph G of size n, by determining that this number is, with the inadequacy of one, equal to √ 2n if all components of G have even orders.
Introduction
We consider a pseudograph G, a simple nondirected graph with possible single loops at some vertices, and we call it a graph. In particular, for a positive even integer n, denote by L n the complete graph K n with an additional loop at each vertex and minus 1-factor and let L n denote a graph L n with two loops attached to nonadjacent vertices removed.
A sequence τ = (t 1 , . . . , t p ) of even integers is called admissible for G if it adds up to ||G||, the size of the graph G, and t i 4 for i = 1, . . . , p. Moreover, if G can be (edge-disjointly) decomposed into closed trails T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T p of lengths t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t p , respectively, then τ is called realizable in G and the sequence (T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T p ) is said to be a G-realization of τ or a realization of τ in G.
We shall show that whenever a sequence τ is admissible, it is also realizable in L n and L n , where n is an even integer greater than 4 (see Theorem 3 in Section 2).
Similar problems, but in the case of the complete graphs, were first investigated by P.N. Balister, whose best known result is as follows.
when n is odd and
when n is even. Then we can write some subgraph of K n as an edge-disjoint union of circuits of lengths t 1 , . . . , t p .
Also directed graph was discussed by the same author (see [3] ). Other related problems are discussed in [5] and [8] . In our proof, the most useful will be the following result of M.Horňák and M. Woźniak. , ab (see [8] ). In further part of the paper, similarly as in [4] , [6] and [7] , we apply our results to consider edge coloring distinguishing multisets of colors of edges adjacent to a vertex and to estimate c(G), the smallest number of necessary colors to obtain such an edge coloring, in the case when G is a 2-regular graph with all the components of even lengths. However, unlike the authors of the mentioned articles, we do not ask such coloring to be proper, i.e. a vertex may be adjacent to two edges colored the same. As it will appear, for this reason we have to consider graphs with loops in the first part of the paper. The exact correspondence between decomposing graphs L n , L n and the number c(G) is described in Section 4 and can also be found in P. Wittmann's paper [9] , whose result we managed to improve in the mentioned case. One may also find in that section an explanation, why, for the sake of the sharpness of our result, we have to consider not only the graph L n but also L n .
Theorem 2 ([8]) If a, b are positive even integers, then if
Notice here that we cannot find a closed trail of length 3 including a loop in the considered graphs. Hence, if we assumed τ to consist almost exclusively of threes, we could not find its realization and this partially explains excluding closed trails of odd lengths from our reasoning. Further comments on our result are provided in the last section.
Decomposition into closed trails of even lengths
Here and subsequently, a closed trail T of length n is regarded as an Eulerian connected graph (or subgraph) of size n. Moreover, given two edge-disjoint closed trails T 1 , T 2 which are not disjoint on vertices, we shall write T 1 .T 2 for their union, which is a closed trail as well. Observe first, that the sequence (4, 4) is not realizable in L 4 (see Figure 1 ). Taking it into account, we shall
prove the following theorem in the next section.
We shall also write t 
Proof of the main result
The basic idea of our proof is to consider a graph G (L n or L n ) as the union G 1 .G 2 of the two graphs and given an admissible for G sequence τ = (t 1 , . . . , t p ), divide it into two sequences τ 1 = (t 1 , . . . , t i ), τ 2 = (t i+1 , . . . , t p ) admissible for G 1 , G 2 , respectively, and decompose these two graphs separately. Therefore, if G = L n , we consider it as a union of
and G 2 = L n−4 , see Figure 3 . Then we decompose G 2 by induction and
G 1 by one of the three lemmas bellow. It is however obvious, we cannot always simply divide τ into τ 1 and τ 2 as described above. Therefore, we split t i = t i + t i at times and search for realizations of
and G 2 , respectively, and finally glue together closed trails of lengths t i and t i to form the one of length t i . This is, in turn, possible only if the closed trail of length t i meets at least one vertex from the partition set of size n − 4 of K 4,n−4 , see Figures 2 and 3.
with n 8, then it is also G-realizable.
Proof. Since ||G|| ≡ 2 (mod 4), we may for instance assume t 1 ≡ 2 (mod 4) and find a realization of τ 1 = (t 1 − 6, t 2 , . . . , t p ) in K 4,n−4 by Theorem 2 (in particular we may receive t 1 − 6 = 0). By gluing together a closed trail of length t 1 − 6 with L 4 we receive a realization of τ in G.
Notice that if we want to be certain we can choose this realization of τ in such a way, that a closed trail of a given length, say t 1 , has at least one vertex from the partition set of size n − 4 of K 4,n−4 , it is enough to assume either t 1 8 or t j 6 for all j > 1. It is obvious by the proof above when t 1 8. The same proof is also useful when t j = 6 or t j 10 for some j > 1. It is enough to exchange t 1 with t j . If finally t 2 = t 3 = 8, we find a realization of 
Lemma 5 If
with n 8, then it is also G-realizable, unless τ = 4 r for some r.
, where by L 2 we mean two loops at nonadjacent vertices in L 4 . Since t i = 4 for some i, we may assume t 1 6 and τ 2 = (t 1 − 2, t 2 , . . . , t p ). Then we find a realization of τ 2 in L 4 .K 4,n−4 as in the previous proof, but we permute (if necessary) the vertices of K 4,n−4 so as we can glue together a closed trail of length t 1 − 2 with L 2 and receive a realization of τ in G.
Again, if we want to be certain we can choose such a realization of τ , that a closed trail of a given length, say t 1 , has at least one vertex from the partition set of size n − 4 of K 4,n−4 , it is enough to assume either t 1 10 or t j 6 for all j > 1. One may check it by analyzing, analogously as above, three cases, t 1 10, t j = 8 or t j 12 for some j > 1 and t 2 , t 3 ∈ {6, 10} (in the last one, we first find a realization of
Proof. If t 1 14, then we find a realization of τ 1 = (t 1 −10, t 2 , . . . , t p ) in K 4,n−4 by Theorem 2 and then glue together a closed trail of length t 1 − 10 with L 4 and L 2 . If not, but there are at least three elements of τ not divisible by four, say t 1 , t 2 , t 3 , then we find a realization of τ 2 = (t 1 − 2, t 2 − 6, t 3 − 2, t 4 , . . . , t p ) and glue together a closed trail of length t 1 − 2 with two loops from L 4 , a closed trail of length t 2 − 6 with L 4 without these two loops and a closed trail of length t 3 − 2 with L 2 (In both cases, some permutations of vertices of K 4,n−4 may be necessary).
Therefore, we may assume t 1 ∈ {6, 10} is the only element of τ not divisible by four (it must exist, because ||G|| ≡ 2 (mod 4 2, t 2 −8, t 3 , . . . , t p 
Proof of Theorem 3. We verified the cases for n 12 using a computer programme we created, hence let us assume n 14. Let additionally G = L n or G = L n and τ = (t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t p ), with t 1 t 2 . . . t p , be an admissible sequence for G. First, we show by induction and Theorem 2 that the forbidden sequences are realizable in G.
and, since n 14, we have n − 8 8. By Theorem 2, K 8,n−8 is therefore decomposable into closed trails of length four. As we stated, it is also the case for L 8 and L 12 , hence we are done by induction.
For G = L n , in turn, we have n ≡ 2 (mod 4) and G = L 6 .K 6,n−6 .L n−6 , where each of the three components is again decomposable into closed trails of length four by a computer analysis, Theorem 2 and the paragraph above, respectively.
Let
with n ≡ 0 (mod 4). We can now decompose the proper subgraphs of G separately, since L 4 is a closed trail of length 6, a sequence 6 · 4 3 is realizable in L 6 and the rest of the components is decomposable into closed trails of length four, except for the already discussed case when G = L 10 .
The case τ = 10 · 4 r is the consequence of the previous one, since it is enough to glue together closed trails of lengths six and four to receive the one of length ten.
Let also m = ||G 1 || and s i = t 1 + t 2 + . . . + t i for each i. We assume that τ is neither of the forbidden sequences and prove our theorem by induction. Moreover, by the comments bellow the proofs of these lemmas, we can find this realization in such a way that a closed trail of length t i contains at least one vertex from the partition set of size n − 4 of K 4,n−4 . Then, by induction, we find a realization of τ 2 in L n−4 and permute its vertices in such a way that the trails of lengths t i and t i meet at some vertex forming a trail of length t i .
Case 3: For some i, s
Since τ is not a forbidden sequence, then neither is τ 1 = (t 1 , . . . , t i ) . . But then the numbers m − 2 and ||G|| are both divisible by t and one may check it is possible only for t = 10 (t 6). However, again as in case
This way the sequence τ 1 = 10 r 1 · 4 is realizable in G 3 for some r 1 by Lemma 5 or 6. Moreover, we can find such a realization, that a closed trail of length 4 has at least one vertex from the partition set of size n − 4 of K 4,n−4 (see the comment after the proof of Lemma 5 and the case when there exist three indivisible by four elements of τ in the proof of Lemma 6). Then we find a realization of τ 2 = 10 r−r 1 −1 · 6 in L n−4 by induction and glue together (possibly after some permutations) trails of lengths 4 and 6.
Irregular coloring of 2-regular graphs
Consider a simple (without loops) nondirected graph G. Let C be a color set and w : E(G) → C an edge coloring. The S(v) denotes the multiset of colors of all edges incident with v in G. A coloring w is said to be irregular if for any two distinct vertices u, v the corresponding multisets hold S(u) = S(v). We ask for the minimal number of necessary colors to obtain an irregular edge coloring and we call it the irregular coloring number. Moreover, we denote by c(G) the irregular coloring number of a given graph G.
In this paper we exclusively investigate the number c(G) of a 2-regular graph G. Since such a graph is a disjoint union of cycles, we denote it as
where C i is a cycle of length i. This problem was initially considered by M. Aigner et al., whose result was as follows.
It was then improved by P. Wittmann.
Similarly as these authors, we use the following correspondence between an irregular edge coloring w of a 2-regular graph G = C t 1 ∪ . . . ∪ C t p with r colors and an (edge-disjoint) packing of Eulerian subgraphs into the graph M r , where M r is a complete graph K r with a loop at each vertex. First identify the vertices of M r with the colors of w. Now choose an arbitrary C t i and for any two colors appearing in some S(u) of C t i draw an edge or a loop between the corresponding vertices of M r (Notice that each multiset S(u) consists of just 2 colors and that we draw a loop in M r only if those colors are the same). Since S(u) = S(v) for any two distinct vertices of C t i , we never draw an edge of M r twice. Moreover, as in the following example (see Figure 4) , traversing C t i yields a corresponding Eulerian subgraph G t i of size t i in M r . Since w is an irregular edge coloring of the graph G = C t 1 ∪ . . . ∪ C t p , we obtain edge-disjoint Eulerian subgraphs of sizes t 1 , . . . , t p in L r . Clearly, this procedure works the other way around as well, hence we have reduced the problem of irregular edge coloring to the following packing problem:
is the smallest number r such that we can (edge-disjointly) pack Eulerian subgraphs of sizes t 1 , . . . , t p into M r .
We focused on a simple 2-regular graph G = C t 1 ∪ . . . ∪ C tp with all t i being even numbers and found the exact value of c(G) in some cases and almost exact in others.
Observe first that though the graphs G 1 = C 8 and G 2 = C 4 ∪ C 4 have equal sizes, we have c(G 1 ) = 4 and c(G 2 ) = 5 (since 4 2 is not realizable in L 4 ). Our result in the rest of the cases is described by the following theorem. . Then
Proof. It is easy to verify that c(C 4 ) = 3 and c(C 6 ) = 3, hence we may assume that n 10 and r 6. Since n ||L r ||, then by Theorem 3 we may find a realization of , i.e. the number of edges in 1-factor of K r−2 , is the smallest number of edges which we have to remove from M r−2 to cause all its vertices to have even degrees. If we do so, we receive the graph L r−2 and since all the vertices of closed trails (Eulerian subgraphs) have even degrees,
The proposition of the above theorem could also be formulated in a form corresponding with P. Wittmann's result, namely:
(or n = 8).
Notice also that if we had omitted graphs L r in our reasoning, then we would have only received c(G) ∈ [ √ 2n , √ 2n + 2] in the case when n = ||L r ||.
Concluding remarks
It was mentioned at the beginning of the paper that we excluded closed trails of length 3 from our reasoning because they could not contain loops. On the other hand, we might have admitted them provided that in τ there was enough t i 's of proper lengths to cover all the loops of L n . Observe however, that even though the sequence τ = (3, 3, 6, 6) comply with this condition for L 6 (each closed trail of length 6 may contain 3 loops), there exists no L 6 -realization of τ . Not dealing with the remaining odd numbers was motivated by our technique of proof, based on Theorem 2, applicable exclusively to closed trails of even lengths. Additional assumption that some of the cycles making up a 2-regular graph can be uneven and some of them must be even seemed to be too artificial and unpractical.
Notice that while investigating irregular edge coloring of 2-regular graphs, the question about the decomposition of M n with odd n seems also to be justified. However, such a graph may have an uneven size and again closed trails of odd lengths should be admitted. Also again, the technique of proof and Theorem 2 stood in our way. Observe on the other hand, that even without considering such a problem, the result obtained in the considered case is quite satisfactory since its inaccuracy is the smallest possible, equal to 1.
All the mentioned above problems seems however to be worth investigating, using possibly slightly different approach and techniques, and solving them should result in fixing the exact irregular coloring numbers for all 2-regular graphs. 
